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Демонстрационный вариант 

контрольно-измерительных материалов  

для проведения промежуточной аттестации  

по английскому языку в 5 классе 

 

Task 1. Match the columns. 

1. watch                                    a. a dress    

2. decorate                               b. of cereal 

3. wear                                      c. the house 

4.  have                                     d. a DVD 

5.  a box                                    e. breakfast 

6. read                                       f. a book  

 

Task 2. Complete with some/any.  

1. I'd like ________ potatoes, please.                  6. Is there  ______  butter in the fridge? 

2. Would you like ______tea?                               7. I've got  ___________ apples from my 

grandma.   

3. Can I get ________ pasta?                                 8. There isn't ______ bread in the bag. 

4. There are______  flowers in the vase.             9. There is ______  coffee in the cup 

5.  Are there ______ oranges in the bag?           10. Is there ______cheese on the shelf? 

                

Task 3. Write the plurals.  

1. bed - …..              3. foot - ……             5. shelf -  …..          7. day - ……                9. tooth - 

……            

2. fox - ……               4. party - …….          6. pen - …….          8. man - ……              10. child - 

…..  

 

Task 4. Choose the correct answer.  

1. We have got / has got a car.                                   4. Do / Does he visit his grandparents on 

Sundays? 

2. Mike and I has got / haven’t got presents.          5. We usually play / plays football together.  

3. I don’t run / runs every day.                                   6. They don’t know / doesn’t know the 

address.  

 

Task 5. Put the verbs in the brackets into Present Simple or Present Continuous.  

1. Ben _________ (watch) TV right now and I ________ (play) a game.  

2. We usually __________ (have) a family dinner on Sundays.  

3. I __________ drink a cup of coffee every morning.  

4. Steve _________ (help) his mom at the moment.  

5. They ____________ (not/like) his new girlfriend but I ____________ (think) she is cool.  

6. She often __________ (go) to school by bus. 

 



Task 6. Write this, that, those, these. 

1.      __________ is an armchair.                      3.  __________ are 

balls.  

2.               _______ is an elephant.          4.                

______ are  glasses. 

 

Task 7. Put the verbs in brackets into Past Simple.  

1. I _______ (see) Mike yesterday. He ______ (be) happy.  

2. Josh and Mike ________ (go) to the cinema on Sunday.  

3. We _______ (play) computer games 2 hours ago.  

4. Kelly _______ (find) her keys in her bag. 

5. She ________ (buy) some food.  

6. He _________ (be) sad because he ________ (get) a bad present.  

7. His mother ________ (cook) a cake.  

8. John _______ (drive) too fast.  

 

Task 8.  Write there is or there are, in, on, under, behind, in front of, next to. 

1. There ____ a lamp ____ the armchair. 

2. There ____ cats _____ the sofa. 

3. There ____ a ball _____ the table. 

4. There ____ a chair ______ the table.  

5. There ____ two chairs ____ the room.  

6. There ____ a sofa _____ the window.  

 

Task 9. Write the time with numbers.  

1. quarter to seven - …..                     3. three o’clock - ….          

2. half past nine - ….                           4. quarter past eleven - ….   

 

Task 10. Write the words. 

  

  

 

 

 

1. _______________        2. ______________       3. ______________        4. _________________ 

 
 

5. _______________        6. ______________       7. ______________        8. _________________ 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

9. ______________          10. ______________ 


